From Catherine Bolzendahl to Everyone: 11:58 AM
I’m eating lunch so I’ll keep my video off!
I’m hearing someone’s tv?
From sechambe to Everyone: 11:58 AM
love the background Janet
From Catherine Bolzendahl to Everyone: 11:59 AM
We could also chat in our questions?
From Gary Richardson to Everyone: 12:01 PM
I’m wondering how I can do drop in office hours using Zoom.
From Matthew Huffman to Everyone: 12:02 PM
I think you just set up a meeting and invite the class — they’d “come” to office hours by following the link
From Bill Branch to Everyone: 12:02 PM
Not sure how long I’ll last. Everyone is zooming in neighborhood and my internet connection goes in and out
From Ian Straughnn to Everyone: 12:02 PM
One way is to use the “personal meeting room”
From Catherine Bolzendahl to Everyone: 12:02 PM
Ian - is that through “breakout rooms”?
From Ian Straughnn to Everyone: 12:03 PM
https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us/articles/201362843-Personal-meeting-ID-PMI-and-personal-link
From Carole Uhlaner to Everyone: 12:03 PM
Maurer’s audio is fading in and out
From Jenny Fan to Everyone: 12:03 PM
it might be on your side
From Ian Straughnn to Everyone: 12:03 PM
No it is a different kind of meeting that you establish at the moment you need it.
From Catherine Bolzendahl to Everyone: 12:04 PM

Got it

From Ian Straughnn to Everyone: 12:07 PM

In your profile settings under personal meeting ID you will want to check the box that says “Use this ID for instant meetings”
This support page is also helpful for how to use your PMI — https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us/articles/203276937-Using-Personal-Meeting-ID-PMI-

From Al Valdez to Everyone: 12:11 PM

Al Valdez here, I got a message that the host has stopped my video and audio...can you check on this for me please

From Gary Richardson to Everyone: 12:11 PM

Hi Ian. Thanks. The PMI looks useful. Gary

From Vibhuti Ramachandran to Everyone: 12:11 PM

Apart from the issue of students and time zones, some faculty might not also be able to teach synchronously if they have children, elders etc. to care for.

From Bill Branch to Everyone: 12:11 PM

My connection is terrible,

From Carole Uhlaner to Everyone: 12:12 PM

my connection is also bad. Joys of Cox if we have to do this from home.

From Catherine Bolzendahl to Everyone: 12:12 PM

How do you “raise your hand”?

From Jeanett Castellanos to Everyone: 12:12 PM

at the bottom

reactions

From Catherine Bolzendahl to Everyone: 12:13 PM

Ok, I see. If I click on participants the option comes up for me

From Carole Uhlaner to Everyone: 12:17 PM

please explain how we do what's on the screen -- ie set up online discussions throughout the week for the students

From Jeanett Castellanos to Everyone: 12:18 PM

you send them the link and they all connect if they have internet
we have up to 300 that could join
you get the link by creating a meeting
From Gary Richardson to Everyone:  12:19 PM
Do we retain copyright to the video lectures?
From Bill Branch to Everyone:  12:19 PM
yes. The senate sent a reminder about that
From Janet DiVincenzo to Everyone:  12:19 PM
@Gary Richardson. Yes
From Gary Richardson to Everyone:  12:19 PM
thanks
From Stephanie Hertel to Everyone:  12:22 PM
No.. but this is great advice! Thank you!
From Ian Straughnn to Everyone:  12:22 PM
Do we have any concerns about FERPA issues with Zoom? This is something I have been reading in various education forums.
From Helen Morgan to Everyone:  12:25 PM
@Ian campus is working on a risk doc. I’m getting a forwarded email from UCSD to this topic
From Gustavo Oliveira to Everyone:  12:26 PM
@Jan, if you are not doing asynchronous, then this conversation about chunking does not apply
From Catherine Bolzendahl to Everyone:  12:27 PM
How do you do a poll during a zoom lecture?
From Jeanett Castellanos to Everyone:  12:27 PM
@Jan, you can also create summaries points on Canvas to accompany the lecture
From Gustavo Oliveira to Everyone:  12:27 PM
@Catherine, you can use Poll Everywhere, integrate it into your powerpoint. Also Zeeting works as well.
From Gary Richardson to Everyone:  12:28 PM
How before OIT deletes our Canvas content?
From Janet DiVincenzo to Everyone:  12:28 PM
Zoom has a built-in polling feature.
From Ian Straughnn to Everyone: 12:28 PM

Just an observation: even with seemingly good internet, I have already been kicked out of Zoom once and several occasions where audio drops out for several seconds. This is only going to be worse with our students in a class of 50 or more I imagine. When that happens students will tune out.

From sechambe to Everyone: 12:28 PM

for polling you need to set up the polling function in advance on settings. then the polling function shows up along the dashboard

From Catherine Bolzendahl to Everyone: 12:29 PM

@simone - great, thanks!

From Jeanett Castellanos to Everyone: 12:29 PM

@Ian, when you do the course, you can do zoom on the phone and the computer for a backup

From Catherine Bolzendahl to Everyone: 12:29 PM

@gustavo - you think poll everywhere will work in zoom tho?

From Carole Uhlaner to Everyone: 12:30 PM

shouldn’t we create the yuja videos through zoom?

From Janet DiVincenzo to Everyone: 12:30 PM

Poll Everywhere will work but it will be OUTSIDE of Zoom. Try looking at the Zoom poll first to see if that works.

From Catherine Bolzendahl to Everyone: 12:30 PM

@Janet - thanks

From Gustavo Oliveira to Everyone: 12:31 PM

@Janet, thanks as well, I wasn’t sure whether it would work or not

From Al Valdez to Everyone: 12:31 PM

To use YuJa you will need good speakers because it does not record the system audio

From Catherine Bolzendahl to Everyone: 12:32 PM

You can record things with your phone or computer and upload them to YuJa through Canvas

From Marek Kaminski to Everyone: 12:32 PM

I have 400 students in class but our limit seems to be 300. Can we increase it?

From Catherine Bolzendahl to Everyone: 12:32 PM

I used my phone and did that last week
From Janet DiVincenzo to Everyone:  12:33 PM
@Marek, yes,. Ask for a 500 extension from OIT

From Marek Kaminski to Everyone:  12:33 PM
@Janet Thanks

From Gustavo Oliveira to Everyone:  12:33 PM
I already had a regular Zoom account, but how do I upgrade it to the Pro Account that is now available to us?

From Adam Chin to Everyone:  12:34 PM
It's probably important to note that it takes a fair amount of time to save a recorded lecture through Zoom (about 10mins for a 50min lecture)

From Marek Kaminski to Everyone:  12:34 PM
@Gustavo You go through UCI link and it will be merged with your new account

From Carole Uhlaner to Everyone:  12:36 PM
there is a whiteboard feature in zoom

From Catherine Bolzendahl to Everyone:  12:36 PM
Doesn’t having SSPB 1222 available solve Jan’s problem?

From Jeanett Castellanos to Everyone:  12:36 PM
it does but only if they can remain open

From Gary Richardson to Everyone:  12:37 PM
Evan wrote that we could apply for RT funds to facilitate at home research and teaching

From Catherine Bolzendahl to Everyone:  12:39 PM
Respondus won’t help given students can just go on their phone...?

From Brandon Hackney to Everyone:  12:39 PM
@Catherine excellent point

From Catherine Bolzendahl to Everyone:  12:39 PM
Also concerned about privacy issues with proctoring monitoring? Been seeing concerns about that online

From Erica Hua Fletcher to Everyone:  12:40 PM
I’m worried about student privacy as well

From Gustavo Oliveira to Everyone:  12:40 PM
@Marek, thank you! but even when I go through uci.zoom.us, the “upgrade” button leads me to a payment request...

From Jeanett Castellanos to Everyone: 12:41 PM
@Gustavo, contact Andy Hill

From Marek Kaminski to Everyone: 12:41 PM
@Gustavo Perhaps you used different emails - I had no problems

From Gustavo Oliveira to Everyone: 12:42 PM
@Jeanett @Marek, thank you!

From Jeanett Castellanos to Everyone: 12:43 PM
@Jan, Canvas allows for assignments to be uploaded

From Catherine Bolzendahl to Everyone: 12:45 PM
How is examity different from responds?

From wBranch to Everyone: 12:46 PM
I believe examity has 2 different types of proctoring: an AI based and live like ProctorU

From Anneeth to Everyone: 12:47 PM
Is it possible for students to check out laptops from UCI if they don't own one? Thanks!

From Ian Straughnn to Everyone: 12:47 PM
Personally, the Canvas quiz/exam feature works well and if you can design it to be open book, I have found that alleviates much of the concern over proctoring.

From Catherine Bolzendahl to Everyone: 12:48 PM
Many students struggle to a surprising degree with technology. Even some basic things like registering their iclicker has been a struggle

From Janet DiVincenzo to Everyone: 12:48 PM
@lan, good point.

From Vibhuti Ramachandran to Everyone: 12:48 PM
Question: Just to clarify: neither Examity nor Respondus allow for open book open notes exams, right? The only kinds of cheating I want to guard against are google/wikipedia and cheating from each other. Neither of these technologies helps with just those kinds of barriers, correct?

From Catherine Bolzendahl to Everyone: 12:48 PM
Yes, I did my final as optional in canvas, open note and book. Tried to keep is very easy. They still did not do that well...? So I guess that made me feel “better”?
From Jeanett Castellanos to Everyone: 12:49 PM
@Anneeth, students received an email from Adm to identify their technology needs
@Catherine, consider putting up a study guide. You may already have one. I have noticed a big difference when I provide one.

From Catherine Bolzendahl to Everyone: 12:50 PM
@Jeanett - I did!

From Carole Uhlaner to Everyone: 12:50 PM
is the idea that our students will prefer videos to reading?

From Catherine Bolzendahl to Everyone: 12:50 PM
@carole - don’t they always. ;p

From Anneeth to Everyone: 12:50 PM
@Jeanett Thanks!

From Jeanett Castellanos to Everyone: 12:50 PM
@Catherine, I think it is the stress they are under at this time

From Ian Straughnn to Everyone: 12:50 PM
I think it is more that they will prefer already well produced videos to ones that we make of us giving powerpoint lectures

From Janet DiVincenzo to Everyone: 12:51 PM
Perfect is the enemy of the good!

From Ian Straughnn to Everyone: 12:51 PM
Imagine how many resources John Oliver has for his show compared to what we will have for our class sessions

From Janet DiVincenzo to Everyone: 12:51 PM
@ian, agreed!

From Nima Yolmo to Everyone: 12:53 PM
@Anneeth, @Jeanett, the link to the survey is not working. Have sent an email.

From Catherine Bolzendahl to Everyone: 12:55 PM
What bill is say corresponds SO MUCH with my experience this week. They just don’t even read my emails!

From Anneeth to Everyone: 12:55 PM
@nima @jeanett Oh no must fix that link. Could the email also be sent to faculty so we can send it to students if they need it?

From Janet DiVincenzo to Everyone: 12:56 PM

Many online instructors have a quiz on the syllabus in week 1. Give a point of credit for doing it. Make it open book. Let them take it twice or more

From Carole Uhlaner to Everyone: 12:56 PM
do you do all this reminding via announcements only or what else do you use? eee email? or what?

From Catherine Bolzendahl to Everyone: 12:56 PM
I use both Announcements and email through Canvas

From Jeanett Castellanos to Everyone: 12:57 PM
@Aneeth, I do not have the email. Central Adm sent the email.

From Nima Yolmo to Everyone: 12:57 PM
@Anneeth, have forwarded it to you.

From Jeanett Castellanos to Everyone: 12:57 PM
@Helen, do you have the email or link for the survey?

From Nima Yolmo to Everyone: 12:57 PM
https://uci.co1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_bxOxxGM0JDfwAx7

From Jeanett Castellanos to Everyone: 12:57 PM
thanks!

From Anneeth to Everyone: 12:59 PM
thanks

From Catherine Bolzendahl to Everyone: 12:59 PM
Is all this being communicated with the students? Some are telling me they aren't getting (enough) info about all this?

From Carole Uhlaner to Everyone: 01:01 PM
I think both the students and the TA's need a "quick start" summary guide. I imagine if they have gotten many emails it is hard to remember which part is important.

From Catherine Bolzendahl to Everyone: 01:01 PM
@Carole yes

From Vibhuti Ramachandran to Everyone: 01:02 PM
@Carole, agreed. It’s hard enough even for us to keep up with it, though I of course appreciate all the emails we are getting.

From Catherine Bolzendahl to Everyone: 01:02 PM
I used the live chat help with Canvas and they were very helpful.

From Jeanett Castellanos to Everyone: 01:02 PM
@Carole, we now have the remote website that will have a number of resources under teaching

From Janet DiVincenzo to Everyone: 01:02 PM
My email is JDIVINC@uci.edu

From Gary Richardson to Everyone: 01:03 PM
Bill, did you send the slides out to us? Gary

From Nima Yolmo to Everyone: 01:03 PM
This is the link at the internet connectivity for students: Source: https://www.internetessentials.com/covid19

From wBranch to Everyone: 01:03 PM
Yes, in my email yesterday

From Janet DiVincenzo to Everyone: 01:03 PM
I will be hosting "virtual office hours" on a regular basis. Schedule TBD. In addition I can schedule individual meetings

From Catherine Bolzendahl to Everyone: 01:03 PM
Thanks Janet!

From Nima Yolmo to Everyone: 01:04 PM
Thank you!

From Marek Kaminski to Everyone: 01:05 PM
Thank you Janet, thank you Bill! Very useful.

From Stephanie Hertel to Everyone: 01:06 PM
Thank you!

From Gary Richardson to Everyone: 01:06 PM
Thanks

From Catherine Bolzendahl to Everyone: 01:07 PM
Thanks!
From Gustavo Oliveira to Everyone: 01:07 PM
thanks Bill!
From Ian Straughnn to Everyone: 01:07 PM
Thanks Bills
From Anneeth to Everyone: 01:07 PM
Thanks Bill
From Vibhuti Ramachandran to Everyone: 01:07 PM
Thanks!
From Stephanie Hertel to Everyone: 01:07 PM
Hi Seymour :)
From Al Valdez to Everyone: 01:07 PM
thanks Bill
From Robert Duncan to Everyone: 01:08 PM
Thanks, Bill
From Ian Straughnn to Everyone: 01:19 PM
Take care everyone - -I have to run. I will be back for the zoom meeting tomorrow if I can be of assistance.
From Carole Uhlaner to Everyone: 01:19 PM
thank you lan
From Vibhuti Ramachandran to Everyone: 01:19 PM
yes